
Sustainabulletin
Our take on all things green



As Greta Thunberg makes her ‘You’re not trying hard enough’

speech to congress we have to ask ourselves as marketers...

Are we trying hard enough?

Consumer attitudes towards sustainability are starting to shift - call it the

‘Attenborough effect’. And there are signs that consumer behaviour is

beginning to change as well, from single use plastics and recycling to more

conscious consumption.

But it’s still brands and businesses that are expected to lead the way –

responding to and anticipating the growing desire for greener products.

With consumers more active and vocal, brands are more exposed and

accountable than ever before. In this post Blue Planet era brand loyalties

can quickly come under strain and all categories are subject to scrutiny.

It’s a wake-up call for brands and it’s never too soon to take action.



So what does this mean for marketers?

Over the next few weeks we will tackle 3 sustainability topics and offer an

Elephant perspective along with some inspiring examples of brands that

are shaking things up and embracing change.

#1. Planet Sized Consumption: Is sustainability 

fundamentally at odds with fast moving consumer goods?

#2. Eco Impact: How do we bridge the gap between 
consumer intention and behaviour?

#3. Challenger Behaviour: Is it really possible to deliver 
sustainable solutions with scale?



#1. Planet Sized Consumption

Is sustainability fundamentally at odds 

with fast moving consumer goods?



#1. Planet Sized Consumption

We can’t buy our way out of climate change, that much is clear -

consumption is at the heart of the issue after all. And ‘green washing’

brands with attractive messaging and token initiatives feels disingenuous

in an age where transparency has become a key component of

consumer trust.

We believe that FMCG brands can have an impact. By really committing

to a cause, by looking afresh at purchasing models, and by working with

consumers to create solutions, brands can move towards a greener way
of doing things.

So as marketers, can we use our powers of persuasion and our knowledge

of consumers to align brands with a more sustainable way of living? And

are we prepared to do so even if it doesn’t add to the bottom line?

Read on for our views on how brands can become more sustainable...



Commit to the Cause



Commit to the Cause

Be honest, how serious are you about

sustainability? If you’re going to have an

impact, make sure it’s more than just an

afterthought. Gone are the days when

this was about CSR – now sustainability

needs to be a core part of your brand.

Pick a green agenda that really means

something to you and your consumers.

Don’t just do it because you think you

should. Do it because you genuinely

want to make a difference. Make your

choice, set a goal and then commit.
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Lush

A zero-packaging pioneer on the high street

that has made its stance on environmental issues

a key part of its brand identity.

Lush’s environmental policy is wide-reaching,

even going as far as to ensure that where they

source their energy from doesn’t support

fracking companies. 50% of their products are

‘naked’ and packaging for the rest consists of

90% recycled materials (moving towards 100%).
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Carlsberg

Ambitious sustainability goals and a proactive

agenda from a well known brand.

Carlsberg is aiming for a zero-carbon footprint by

2030 and intends to move its brewing over to

using all renewable energy. The brand also

wants to cut all water waste (no mean feat

given how much water brewing uses!) and has

launched a series of innovations such as Snap

Pack to reduce plastic waste globally.

Two Degrees

A small brand with a big mission – to challenge

the way we consume fashion.

Inspired by the 2016 Paris Agreement to limit

global warming to 2°C above pre-industrial level,

Two Degrees is a British boat shoe brand that

follows a ‘feet for feet’ initiative that sees 1,000

square feet of threatened habitat protected for

each pair of shoes sold. A great example of

absolute focus and commitment to one issue.



Redefine Consumption



Redefine Consumption

Consumption doesn’t have to be fast

moving. We believe there are two models

for more conscious, green consumption,

with an active role for brands within each:

Buy less, buy better:
Encourage consumers to recycle, re-use and re-
purpose. And when they do buy new, to choose a
product that is made sustainably and built to last.

Sustainable swaps:
A direct switch from one product to another,
making a more sustainable, ethical choice.
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Patagonia

A brand with an anti-consumerist message that

is dedicated to ethical consumption.

Patagonia’s most recent initiative is Worn Wear,

based around the idea that one of the most

responsible things a company can do is make

high-quality stuff that lasts for years. Shop worn

clothing, send in your clothes for repair or trade

in an item to avoid it ending in landfill. Making

consumers think twice before they buy new.

Clipper

An everyday brand fiercely committed to

organic and creating a better cup of tea.

Ever since it was founded in 1984, Clipper has

aimed to make great tea with ethical sourcing

and natural production. Now it’s the first tea

brand to switch to plastic-free, unbleached and

non-GM pillow tea bags - giving their consumers

‘bags more to feel good about’. Proof that

sustainable switches can be simple.

Antibad

The net-a-porter of green style, Antibad wants to

re-shape perceptions of sustainable fashion.

Anti-bad quality and anti-fast fashion. Anti-bad

sources pieces that consumers will love and

wear for a long time, stocking as many

upcycled, vegan, artisan and waste free

products as possible. This brand acknowledges

that consumers do not necessarily want

sustainability at the expense of looking good.



Co-Create Solutions



Co-Create Solutions

Sustainability is a brand and a consumer

agenda. Consumers have ideas, they

have beliefs and they want brands to

offer ‘values for money’ not just ‘value for

money’.

So why go it alone? Strike up an open

dialogue about sustainability with your

consumers, run co-creation sessions and

test out solutions together. Involve them in

the trials and tribulations, in the discussions

and decisions. The more open and honest

we can be, the quicker we will move

towards change.
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Waitrose Unpacked

A bold initiative trialed out in the open.

Waitrose is the first to admit that Unpacked isn’t

perfect. Nonetheless, the plastic-free trial in its

Botley Road store in Oxford is a great example of

co-creating solutions with consumers. Consumers

were actively asked for feedback, trying out

ideas in real life and giving Waitrose a chance to

see what really works before rolling out the trial

to other stores across its estate.

WeWork

WeWork is a collaborative working space. So

when its users started a petition asking it to

became plastic free, it listened and took action.

Transparent about the journey ahead and the

progress still needed, and not afraid to put the

ball into consumers’ court to do their bit too.

From giving members re-usable bottles to setting

up recycling stations, WeWork’s approach is all

about give and take, listen and respond.

Toast

Toast is a brand that wants to tackle food waste.

Working with bakeries and sandwich makers,

Toast takes their surplus fresh bread and turns it

into planet-saving and palate-pleasing beer. A

brand built around collaboration, Toast works

with craft breweries all over the world and has

open-sourced its recipe for homebrewers.

Building a community using the power of beer to

change the world.



Is sustainability fundamentally at odds with fast moving 
consumer goods?

Not necessarily.

Not if brands really commit to a cause.

Not if we redefine consumption. 

Not if we work with consumers to co-create solutions.

We’d love to hear your thoughts and experiences.

To discuss the sustainability issues facing your brand give us a bell on

0207 291 8000 or email kate@elephantscantjump.com.

We can help you to find out what matters to your consumers, to work

with them to create solutions and to define a sustainability agenda that

makes sense for your category and your brand.


